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ABSTRACT
Non-Abelian Seiberg-Witten invariants is investigated with massless Topolog-
ical QCD where monopole is extended to non-Abelian groups version. We found that
vacuum expectation value can be separated into a part from Donaldson theory , a
part from Abelian Monopole theory and a part from non-Abelian monopole theory.
This is achieved by a non-standard regularization. As a result of this regularization,
we obtain a sum rule of Abelian-Seiberg-Witten invariants too. Massless Topological
QCD was used in proving this sum rule. In our proof, the duality relation and Higgs
mechanism are not necessary.
1 Introduction
Recently in dierential topology of four manifolds there have been new develope-
ments by Seiberg-Witten monopole theory [1] . They conquered a diculty of Don-
aldson theory . Donaldson theory solved many problems of dierential topology of
4-manifolds about intersection form, polynomial invariants and so on [3][4]. Donald-
son theory is described by non-Abelian gauge theory, hence calculations are dicult.
Seiberg-Witten theory is easy for its computation since it is Abelian gauge theory.
Donaldson invariants which is written by Kronheimer-Mrowka structure formula are
related with Seiberg-Witten invariants, and the relation is proved in several ways [5][6]
. Hyun-J.Park-J.S.Park show the relation in path-integral formalism using massive
Topological QCD [7]. Both Donaldson and Seiberg-Witten theory are understood
as Topological eld theory [8] [9]. Hyun-J.Park-J.S.Park computed path-integrals of
massive Topological QCD and they found the way of separating it into two brunchies
that is Donaldson part and Seiberg-Witten part. Symbolically the results of their
computation is












Where a and b are some suitable constants and m is mass of hyper- multiplets. k and
l is determined by indices of some elliptic operator. hmassive Topological QCDi
is a vacuum expectation value of an obserbable with the action of massless Topo-
logical QCD. hDonaldsoni stand for vacuum expectation value of an obserbable
with the action of Donaldson-Witten theory [8], and is called Donaldson invariants.
hSeiberg   Witteni stand for vacuum expectation value of an obserbable with the
action of Abelian Seiberg-Witten topological eld theory [9], and is called Seiberg-
Witten invariants. The left hand side of the above equation is regular in the massless
limit, m! 0, so the Donaldson part and Seiberg-Witten part in the right hand side
have to cancel each other. In this theory, mass terms lead a relation between vac-
uum expectation value of Higgs and matter elds. All computations in this paper
are done in a weak coupling limit (or large scaling limit). If the weak-strong dual-
ity relation is neccessary for understanding the relation of Donaldson invariants and
Seiberg-Witten invariants, it is natural to think that massive particles decouple in
the week coupling limit as Witten mentioned in [1] [2] . But, in the proof of Hyun-
J.Park-J.S.Park mass terms do not decouple , and the duality relation is not used.
Mathmaticians did not use the duality relation similary in their proofs [5] [6]. This
fact implies that mass terms of matter elds do not play essential roles in the relation
between Seiberg-Witten and Donaldson invariants . The only important thing is to
separate the path-integral into the Donaldson's irreducible part and Seiberg-Witten's
reducible part in their theory.
In this paper, we investigate reducibility of the gauge connections in massless
Topological QCD. There are two purposes. The rst one is that we cull the Abelian
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Seiberg-Witten part from massless Topological QCD without Higgs mechanism and
weak-strong duality relation. The Abelian Seiberg-Witten part appear in massless
Topological QCD as reducible connection part. The second purpose is to obtain the
new relations of massless Topological QCD and their topological invariants. Especialy,
we will get a sum rules of the Abelian Seiberg-Witten invariants. As a result of this
relation, we nd that the path-integral from nonabelian extended monopoles [9][6][10]
is separated into Donaldson parts and non-Abelian Seiberg-Witten parts. We use
unfamiliar regularization for zero mode of a scalar eld, which do not remove zero-
modes but shift them to innitesimal eigenstates without BRS-like SUSY breaking.
As a result of this regularization we obtain new relations between Seiberg-Witten
invariants extended to non-Abelian gauge and Donaldson Seiberg-Witten invariants.
This paper is organized as follows. We set up massless topological QCD whose
action do not have Higgs potential for our porpose, in section 2. Separation of vac-
uum expectation value of observables into reducible connection part and irreducible
connection part is done in section 3. We get the relations of Seiberg-Witten invari-
ants that are extended to nonabelian gauge groups and Donaldson Seiberg-Witten
invariants in section 4. We will nd new formulas in there. In the last section, we
summarize and discuss our conclusions.
2 Massless Topological QCD
In this section we set up massless Topological QCD modied slightly to separate a
correlation function into a reducible connections part and a irreducible connections
part and to study the relations between non-Abelian and Abelian Seiberg-Witten





here. We will nd later in this section how the Donaldson invariants are embedded
in massless Topological QCD.
Topological QCD were already constructed by Hyun-J.Park-J.S.Park J.M.F.
Labastida and Mari~no by twisting N=2 SUSY QCD [9] . Donaldson theory and
Seiberg-Witten theory are analysed as topological eld theory in references [8][9][11][7]
. Basically we use the Hyun-J.Park-J.S.Park theory and notation in [7] . In the


































































































































































































































These transformation laws are obtained by the usual way of twisting N=2 super QCD.









bundle and E is a vector
bundle whose ber is a vector space of a representation of the gauge group SU(2).















































































































































































Where the indices  and _ are omitted and we do not change the position of these
indices to keep the sign of each terms in the following. This action is constructed in














q = 0: (7)
The Eqs.(7) are monopole equations extended to non-abelian gauge group and often
they are called non-abelian Seiberg-Witten monopoles [9][10].





symmetry breakdown occur if the vacuum expectation value of Higgs elds hi is
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non-zero. Then we get U(1) monopole(Seiberg-Witten) equations. But one of our
purposes is to clarify whethere relations of topological invariants can be understood
without Higgs mechanism and weak-strong duality relations. So the Higgs potential
is not included in our theory.
Later in this section, we nd how the Donaldson invariants are embedded in
this theory. We study three kind of xed points, which give important contribution
to vacuum expectation value. The path-integral is expressed as a sum of three parts.
We call a part of the path-integral from xed points determined by F
+
= 0 and q = 0
as Donaldson part. We denote a part whose gauge connections A of xed points
determined by Eqs.(7) are reducible as Abelian Seiberg-Witten part and a part which
























where  is in a 2-dimmensional homology class i.e.  2 H
2
(M ;Z). Now let us sepa-
rates vacuum expectation value with Donaldson invariants from non-Abelian Seiberg-
Witten invariants. If xed points hqi from Eqs.(7) is zero then the contribution to the
expectation value of (8) is from only Donaldson theory because now our xed point





We know that we can estimate exactly the vacuum expectation values of this ovserv-
ables by one-loop approximation around the xed point determined by the Eqs.(7)










































































































































is an external eld. We expand the gauge










is a quantum uctuation around the A
c








= d + A
c
. Note that A
c
is a irreducible
connection because we set b
+
2

















of determinants (14) show that the determinants are dened




, and we use the similar notations also in the following.
Therefore we can understand that the Donaldson invariants appear with the deter-
minants (14) in massless Topological QCD and this fact is used in section 4.
In the next step, we want to evaluate the other part which correspond to the
Seiberg-Witten theory and separate the path-integral into a reducible connection part
and an irreducible part. But, as we will see it soon, it is impossible to separate the
Seiberg-Witten part into the non-Abelian Seiberg-Witten brunch and the Abelian
Seiberg-Witten brunch in the same manner as above. In this case xed points value
hqi is non zero. We consider the SU(2) gauge group. Our massless theory has no
spontaneous symmetry break down, so we have to treat separately reducible gauge
connections and irreducible connection by some way. Judgments whether the con-
nections are irreducible or not can be done by examination of the existance of D












 A is a irreducible connection.
Where we represent a vector bundle with a structure group SU(2) as . So we use
this condition to divide the contribution to vacum expectations into one from Abelian
Seiberg-Witten theory and another from non-abelian Seiberg-Witten thery. At rst,

















] = 0: (15)
 in this equation is determined by  and  equations like appendix B or references
[11] . When there is no zero mode solution of  then this equation is a distinction







 = 0. So we can conclude that the connection is
reducible and the contribution to vacuum expectation value is from the U(1) abelian
Seiberg-Witten theory when hi 6= 0. But unfortunately we can not distinguish
connection by this method when there are  zero mode solutions. In the next section
we nd new approach to separate the contribution of abelian Seiberg-Witten branch
from non-Abelian Seiberg-Witten part.
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3 Reguralization and Separation
In this section we construct a new theory in which vacuum expectation value are
separated into three parts i.e. Donaldson , Abelian Seiberg-Witten and non-Abelian
Seiberg-Witten parts. We use the determinant obtained by integration of  and

 to
nd whethere connections are reducible or not. Therefore we consider the case when
the determinant vanishes. Usually we avoid this case and remove zero eigenvalue
states with various ways. But in this section we take zero-modes into account , and
we nd that this zero-modes play a essential role to distinguish between reducibile
connections and irreducible connections.
In the same way as section 2, we pay attention to Eq.(15). From Eq.(15), we












Now we have to recall that if b
+
2
> 0, anti-selfdual connections which satisfy
the equation (9) do not contain the reducible connections with U(1) isotoropy group
[3][13] , but the connections which satisfy the monopole equations (7) contain such
reducible connections in general. When the connection is reducible then D

has zero-






has singularities. Such problem doesn't exist in the Donaldson theory. Or we can say
that we set the condition b
+
2
> 2 to avoide the complication of reducible connections
in Donaldson theory. But in the Seiberg-Witten theory it is the most important
merit that the gauge group is U(1) Abelian group. So, if we take away such reducible
connections, then this Topological QCD has almost no value. We nd that we have
to manage the singularities in the Green function. Usually we dispose of singularities
of this kind by removing zero-modes, induceing mass terms and so on. But in the
present case we need the character of the zero-mode, that is reduciblity of the gauge
connection is judged by the zero-mode. The theory should keep holding characteristic
properties of zero-modes while it is regularized. The following unusual(non-standard)
way makes it possible.
Before considering regularization we ascertain that these singularities make









. If there are no singularities, topological symmetry is not broken












is singular at least in tree level. To avoid these singularities
we add regularization term i









, naively. We pay attention to the fact that

 is not invariant under the





















































i+   

: (17)
(See references [14].) The last equality is from the Wick's theorem. It make clear








cause the right hand side of Eq.(7)
non-zero in a limit as  ! 0. This fact means the vacuum expectation value of the
BRS exact observable is non-zero. This is topological symmetry breaking. Or we can
understand this phenomenon as similar as [14][15][16]. This is seen after integration
by

























































] + i = 0 and  is a zero-mode
which is determined by  and  equations. (see the Appendix B). We know it from




  i)j is zero in a
limit as  approaches zero when the connection is reducible, and these singularities
break the topological symmetry. From this consideration, it seemes that the regular-
ization term is not suitable. For our pourpose we do not hope topological symmetry
breaking, so we have to choose the regularization term to be invariant under BRS-like
SUSY transformations.
Now the problem is that we could not separate vacuum expectation value into
a reducible connection part and a irreducible connection part with the way in the
previous section. In this section, the method used in [14] adapt to the separation.




) which is obtained by integration of 
and

. We saw above that vanishing of this determinant cause topological symmetry
breaking or at least cause some singularity. Usually we used to modify determinants
by removing zero eigenvalues. Here we dene the determinant by adding innitesimal









= 0 as the limit of ! 0. Similarly we also shift the determinant
which is obtained by , and  integrations.(See the appendex B.) This shift term
is represented to 

in the following where 

is a some fermionic functional and 








in action (6) vanishes, if the covariant derivative D

acting to the 
has zero-modes. Usually we take away this zero-modes, but now insted of doing so
we add innitesimal shift terms 

to the Lagrangian, in order to shift the fermionic



















Here let us enumerate conditions for the innitesimal terms.
(a) Both terms are invariant under SUSY transformations (4) and (5).
This condition is necessary for avoiding topological symmetry breaking as we saw it
above.
(b) It is desirable that  and  which satisfy following equations exist.
The equations are obtained from




























This condition is required since observables should not be trivial. The  in Eq.(20)
is determined by Eq.(21) and fermionic eld equations, (refer [11] and see appendix
B). When f

contains the eld  like
f

= g+ h (22)













] + 2h) : (23)







(+2h) = O () if there is no 
solution of (21) andD

has no zero-mode. Then the vacuum expectation of observable
(8) is mere 1 + O () and this is not suitable. Note that it is not desireble that f is
independent from . This reason is made clear by next condition (c). So we can not
put g zero in Eq.(22). The righthand side of Eq.(22) has at most linear in the eld ,
however f

may contain higher power terms on . For simplicity, we treat only case
Eq.(22). The 3rd condition for innitesimal shift terms is
(c) following two operators have no zero-modes regardless of whethere
































Where the operators (24) and (25) operate on Ad(E) valued 0-form. This condition is
just to shift determinants from zero to innitesimal niteness when gauge connections
8
are reducible and D

has zero-modes. From these conditions, we can take count of 
and  zero-modes when calculate detD
2

obtained by  and

 integrations and detT





in rst row and is obtained by fermionic elds
integrations.
























































































and n are some back ground elds which are chosen to satisfy the conditions
(b) and (c) and are gauge singlet. These external elds do not break SU(2) gauge
symmetry and topological symmetry because they are gauge singlet elds. Innites-
imal constant number  and 
0
are independent each other. We can add shift terms
(26) to our action since (26) are BRS-like SUSY invariant and have 0 U-number. Note




obtained by  and

 integrations is ignored
in other papers because this determinant can be countervailed by a Fadeev-Popov
determinant of the SU(2) gauge xing. But in our theory, this determinant plays a
essential role for separating reducible connections.
Next we consider the zero limit of  and 
0
. We take this limit after functional
integrals. When we calculate around xed points of irreducible connections which
have no zero modes of D

, additional terms like (26) play no role and there is no
modication in Donaldson and non-Abelian Seiberg- Witten theory in the limit as
 approaches zero. But if a connection of a xed point is reducible some dierent














































































where l is a dimension of 0-cohomology H
0
A
i.e. l = dim ker(D

). We denoted  that




. Especially it is important to notice that
this determinant can be chosen to depend on not 
0












term in shift terms (26) vanishes under D

zero-modes integral.




terms in the determinant in Eqs.(27) are negligible. Note
that the shift terms which break the valance of bosonic and fermionic shift terms
in zero-mode integral like Eq.(26) have less variations.  or 
0
appear in the both
coecients of

 term and  term since

 is a super partner of  in general.
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The equations to obtain vacuum expectation value of  change also as
lim
!0










































is a solution of the equation (15) of each connections A

. Note that 
0
may be nite in the 0-limit of  since D

has zero-modes. h is 0 in the example of
(26).
In a similar manner, we estimate a delta function which obtained by fermionic



















































































goes back to D

in the zero limit of  and 
0
when connections of xed points are
irreducible. On the other hand when connections of xed points are reducible,  and






































































































From Eqs.(27) and (29) production, we conclude an order of vacuum expecta-



















We can conclude from (33) that if we set  and 
0
as same order, then our path-integral
are sums over reducible and irreducible connection parts with an equal weight. But
by changing the ratio 
0
=, we can change the contributions from reducible connection
part in our path-integral. Moreover ratio of  and 
0
can be changed without changing




= k and k















where V; F and G are any functionals, then the change in a vacuum expectation value
of any observable O which satisfy
^























So we can change k without changing vacuum expectation value. In our case, only
reducible connection part depend on k. This fact means that we can remove the
contribution to vacuum expectation value from reducible connection because vacuum
expectation value is independent from the ratio k. This is the most important fact
to derive the relation of Abelian Seiberg-Witten invariants in the next section. Note
that the vacuum expectation values hOi is invariant under changing of . This is
easily ascertained by a similar way of (35).
In the next section, we explicitely investigate a relation of the non-Abelian
Seiberg-Witten, Donaldson and the Abelian Seiberg-Witten invariants with the in-
formation obtained in this section.
4 The relation of Topological Invariants
In the previous sections, we prepared the tools for investigation of relations of the
topological invariants i.e. Donaldson, Abelian Seiberg-Witten and non-Abelian Seiberg-
Witten invariants. Now we actually construct the formulas of these invariants. We
treat vacuum expectation value of observable (8) separately into three parts. The
rst part is Donaldson part which is dened as xed point q = 0 and gauge con-
nections of the xed points are irreducible connections. There is no solution of the
instanton equation when b
+
2
 1 and connections are reducible. The second part is
Abelian part whose xed points q 6= 0 and connections are reducible. The third part
is non-Abelian part that has reducible connections and q 6= 0. In our theory, vacuum















































(for Abelian Seiberg Witten part):
The fact that the  terms do not inuence irreducible connection part was seen in
previous section. In noting this point we advance analysis in the following.
Donaldson part
We already saw the transvers path-integral of this part in section2. We rep-
resent common factors from H

and X integrations as N . Then we can write Don-
aldson part as,





























means vacuum expectation value of O with the action (11) of Donaldson-
Witten theory.  is a parameter.
Abelian Seiberg-Witten part
In this part, A

on xed points are reducible connections. When we calculate
in the large scaling limit it is possible that we choose back ground elds A
c
in (13)
as U(1) connections. The vector bundle E reduces to the sum of line bundle i.e.
E =   
 1









. Since we take q as fundamental representation of SU(2), we













We can reduce line bundle  to + and q
_
2









in this part. So we can estimate the vacuum expectation




by considering quadratic action of quantum
elds A,q and others. We expand A and q as
A = A
c
+ A; q = q
c
+ q (40)
























Next we decompose the action S
QCD










is the action which consists of the Caltan part of adjoint elds and the rst





























































































































































and spinor indices  and _ are omited. This action S
c
is
surely the action of topological Abelian Seiberg-Witten theory [7][9]. Another terms
in S
QCD





























































































































































































































































































































































































































Where we chose space elements of self-dual eld , i.e. 
0i
, as substantial elements.




















































































































































Where the index + means anti-selfdual about indices  and . The elements of the
matrix T
t






























































































































































of  rows  columns should be replaced by D

, and the components of  rows









term like (25). Then we write down T
t
which
dened as the T
t









































































































































Let us path-integrate out the transversal part. To carry out this Gaussian integration,




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































When we integrate  and






and shifts from  terms , like (24). After these

































means vacuum expectation value of O with Abelian Seiberg-Witten
theory whose action is composed by S
c









































Finaly we denote non-Abelian part as
Nhexp(~v +  ~u)i
nA
: (55)
Where the connections of xed point are restricted within irreducible connections.
(55) is a pure non-Abelian Seiberg-Witten invariants.
Now the vacuum expectation value is separately written as
hexp(~v +  ~u)i = Ndet( 4)hexp(~v +  ~u)i
D































)hexp(~v +  ~u)i
A
As we saw in section 3 that this vacuum expectation value is invariant under changing
the ratio of  and 
0
, so we nd that the Abelian part vanishes from (33). From this
16

























)hexp(~v +  ~u)i
A
= 0; (57)
hexp(~v +  ~u)i = Ndet( 4)hexp(~v +  ~u)i
D
+Nhexp(~v +  ~u)i
nA
: (58)
These formulas are non-trivial. In massless Topological QCD we nd that reducible
connection has no inuence to vacuum expectation value and there is a sum rule
of it. Notice that vacuum expectation value of  was changed as (28), but detail
character of the shift terms did not need to get above formulas. From (58) and the
fact that Donaldson part can be calculated by Abelian Seiberg-Witten theory with no
shift terms [18][7][1], we can represent hexp(~v +  ~u)i with Abelian and non-Abelian
Seiberg-Witten invariants. We comment on the Eq.(57) littele more. The sum rule
(57) is separated by the power of (
0
=). Since the way of deriving Eq.(57), the sum
of same power of (
0
=) vanishes. This fact may implies that the sum rule is classied
by l = dim ker(D

). If we can nd 

which is independent on  we can classify the




We have studied massless topological QCD in detail and found new relations (56)
and (57). One of the results of excluding mass terms is that our theory does not have
spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking phase in usual meaning. Hence, we could not





) = 0 when connections are reducible. Innitesimal shift terms





terms we could contain the Abelian part and treat separately reducible and irreducible
connections. That determinant are obtained from  and

 integral. Fermionic integral
of , which is super partner of






) = 0 . Innitesimal shift terms is added to the Lagrangian
to shift the both zero-determinants. We could change the ratio of innitesimal shift
terms without changing vacuum expectation value. As a result of this, we got two
formulas (56) and (57). These are non-trivial relations between topological invariants.
We found that reducible connection part do not contribute the vacuum expectation
value of massless Topological QCD.
When we interpret Topological Field Theory as a gauge xing theory like [19],
the zero-modes of D

is interpreted as Gribov zero-modes. As we saw in section 4,
Gribov zero-modes break BRS symmetry oten and topological symmetly breakig
occur. So the regularization in the section 4 avoid topological symmetry breaking
from Gribov zero-modes.
17
The next subjects we have to investigate are to caluculate actually in some
models and to ascertain these formulas. We studied only SU(2) gauge theries in the
present paper, so we want to extend it more general case. To carry it out in our
formalism, we have to construct the tool that embed the equations to classify the
reducible connections in equations of motion from some topological action. This is
one of our future problems.
The relation between the hexp(~v +  ~u)i
A
and usual Seiberg-Witten invariants have
to be studied more carefuly. hexp(~v +  ~u)i
A
is topological invariants but have some
dierence from usual Seiberg-Witten invariants. It is important problem to make the
dierence clear.
The sum rule Eq.(57) have some complications because there is no rule for the power
of (
0
=). It may be possible to separate the Eq.(57) by l = dim ker(D

). But we
do not have the proof of it yet. If it is shown the geometrical meaning of Eq.(57) is
made clear.
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A Reducible connection
In this appendix, we summarize some basic of reducible connections for physicists who
is unfamiliar with this words. For the convenience, we treat the only case of SU(2)
gauge group. We consider a connection on a point p on a back ground manifold M .
A holonomy group is dened as subgroup of SU(2) which transform the connection as
pararel trnsformations around any loop with the start point p. Therefore, holonomy
groups are understood as groups which is needed actually to introduce each connec-
tion. We put H as the holonomy group. We can dene the reducible connection with
the holonomy group which is classied in following two cases.
(1) H  f1g.
(2) H is conjugate to U(1) .
In the rst case connections are at and this case is realised when the Chern
number is zero. In our theory, case (1) is ignored. When connections do not satisfy
above each conditions then we call them irreducible connections, and centralizer of
H is f1g.
We can understand the relation, which is used many times in this paper,








as follows. If d
A
has a zero-mode 
0
, we obtain an one parameter group fexp(t
0
















This means that centralizer of H is not f1g and this connection is reducible. Op-






Ag = 0 (60)








after dierentiate (60) by the parameter t. Therefore we understand
dg
dt

















is a connection on a complex line bundle L and A

L
is a its complex conju-



























We introduce complex line bundle L and L
0
with a parallel trnsformation operator P
l












)jc 2 Cg: (66)
In our theory, reducible connections means U(1) connections and we can take P
l
as
diagonal matrices. So we nd that the denitions of L and L
0
are unrelated of loop l.
We could established L and L
0













are connections of L and L
0
respectively. Since A have to be valued




















In this paper, we used these results in section 4.
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B Gaussian Integration
In the section 4, we integrate fermionic elds in the Abelian Seiberg-Witten part. The
methods of integration used there are studied in reference [11][17]. It is possible to
do this integration in not only Abelian case but also other case. For the non-Abelian







in generally and expand S
QCD
to second order of quantum elds. We write








































































































































. We chose space elements of self
dual eld  as substantial elements. When we take acoount of  shift terms, then
the rst row of T change in order . We call this shifted T as T

. For example, we
obtained T










































































































T is not a map from a space into itself. So we have to pay attention to dene
its determinant. We put adjoint operator of T as T

, and dene det(T ) as





(See the reference [11] [17].) Now we can treat (T

T ) with not space indices i but



















































































The elements of (T
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When we compares this to the matrices of the section 4, we understand that dierences






. Note that matrix obtained from bosonic
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